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Abstract
Ensuring performance isolation and differentiation among workloads that share a storage infrastruc-
ture is a basic requirement in consolidated data centers. Existing management tools rely on resource
provisioning to meet performance goals; they depend on detailed knowledge of the system characteris-
tics and the workloads. Provisioning is inherently slow to react to system and workload dynamics, and
in the general case, it is impossible to provision for the worst case.
We propose a software-only solution that ensures predictable performance for storage access. It is
applicable to a wide range of storage systems and makes no assumptions about workload characteristics.
We use an on-line feedback loop with an adaptive controller that throttles storage access requests to
ensure that the available system throughput is shared among workloads according to their performance
goals and their relative importance. The controller considers the system as a “black box” and adapts
automatically to system and workload changes. The controller is distributed to ensure high availability
under overload conditions, and it can be used for both block and ﬁle access protocols. The evalua-
tion of Triage, our experimental prototype, demonstrates workload isolation and differentiation, in an
overloaded cluster ﬁle-system where workloads and system components are changing.
1 Introduction
Resource consolidation in large data centers is a current trend across the IT industry and is mostly driven
by economy-of-scale beneﬁts. Consolidation is performed either within an enterprise or in hosting envi-
ronments. In these data centers, storage systems are shared by workloads of multiple “customers”. It is
important to ensure that customers receive the resources and performance they are entitled to. More specif-
ically, the performance of workloads must be isolated from the activities of other workloads that share
the same infrastructure. Further, available resources should be shared among workloads according to their
relative importance.
Existing state-of-the-art management tools rely on automatic provisioning of adequate resources to
achieve certain performance goals [4]. Although resource provisioning is necessary to meet the basic per-
formance goals of workloads, it cannot handle rapid workload ﬂuctuations and system changes. It is an
inherently expensive and slow process—think of setting up servers, conﬁguring logical volumes in disk ar-
rays, or migrating data. Furthermore, it is too expensive to provision for the worst case scenario. In fact,it may be impossible to do that, since the worst-case scenario is typically not known a priori. In our work,
we ensure predictable performance of storage systems by arbitrating the use of existing resources under
transient high-load conditions in a way that complements provisioning tools.
1.1 Resource arbitration
In this paper, we focus on storage system throughput as the key resource that is shared by the workloads.
Throughput reﬂects the capacities of different resources in the system, such as server or controller utilization
and network bandwidth. Throughput sharing is arbitrated by throttling storage access requests of different
workloads. That is, requests from each workload are withheld somewhere on the data path and are released
with a rate that complies with the targeted throughput for that workload.
The way to arbitrate the use of critical resources should depend on the behavior of system components,
their conﬁguration, as well as workload dynamics. However, enterprise-scale storage systems are large (with
capacities often in the 100s of TBs), distributed, and increasingly heterogeneous, with constantly evolving
hardware and software. Their workloads are complex consisting of multiple overlapping I/O streams with
unpredictable request patterns. Thus, it is impractical to devise models of such systems off-line to make
performance predictions, as has been proposed in the literature [1, 8, 18, 21, 28].
1.2 A control-theoretic approach
Because of the above observations, our approach is based on the assertion that the storage system must
be considered as a “black box”. We assume no prior knowledge of the behavior of the system and its
components, or the workloads applied to it, except that an increase in throughput results in higher request
latencies and that the order of the system model is known. We solely depend on on-line performance
monitoring from outside the system to infer system models and perform workload arbitration accordingly.
More speciﬁcally, we use an on-line feedback loop that includes a controller that makes throttling deci-
sions based on the relationship between throughput and latency in the system. While the response latencies
are within the speciﬁed goals for all workloads, the controller gradually increases the number of requests
allowed to fully utilize the system. As soon as at least one workload’s latency goal is violated, the controller
starts throttling requests back according to a speciﬁed resource sharing policy.
To compensate for the lack of known models and to obtain guaranteed stability and system performance,
we use a control-theoretic approach for the design of the feedback loop. In particular, we propose using a
direct self-tuning adaptive controller, the parameters of which adapt to system and workload dynamics on-
line without prior tuning.
2Existing systems that apply control theory to computer systems (LotusNotes [27], Apache [1, 2, 3, 8,
21, 28], Squid [24], middleware [20], ﬁle server [19]) use non-adaptive controllers that are designed off-
line. Other systems [7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 25, 30, 31] that do not use control theory still require prior tuning
(because they are non-adaptive) and/or modiﬁcations to the target system. Storage systems demonstrate dif-
ferent non-linear behavior depending on system conﬁguration and the workloads. For example, a workload
that retrieves data from an internal cache has very different behavior from one that gets data from disk. We
show in this paper that, in the general case, it is not possible to design a well behaved non-adaptive linear
controller with parameters that are applicable to all different operating ranges of a black-box storage system,
because of the large variability in the operating ranges. The use of such a controller would result in long
settling times or even instability of the system. This precludes the use of any of the prior-art mentioned.
There is one case in the literature where an adaptive controller was used to control application perfor-
mance [23]. This solution requires modiﬁcations of the controlled system, a web cache in this case. In
our case, no modiﬁcations are required for the target system. In our current prototype, Triage, throttling is
performed on the clients. It can be implemented either by modifying the storage access protocol or trans-
parently in a virtualization layer (e.g., a logical volume manager or a virtual machine monitor). In addition,
Triage does not require any centralized point of control. The controller is implemented in a distributed
fashion with a module on each client, something we have only seen in two papers [22, 29].
2 Specifying performance objectives
As discussed in section 1, this paper proposes an on-line feedback loop that performs resource arbitration
among workloads that compete for access to a shared storage infrastructure. This is done with two objec-
tives. The ﬁrst is to achieve performance isolation among the workloads. That is, a workload should obtain
sufﬁcient resources for the performance it is entitled to, irrespective of the behavior of other workloads in
the system. Since it is impossible to provision the system sufﬁciently for the worst-case scenario, the sec-
ond objective is to provide performance differentiation among workloads under overload conditions. In that
case, resources should be shared among workloads on the basis of two criteria: 1) their relative importance;
2) the resources they already consume. We propose specifying two types of performance goals for each
workload:
1. A latency target that should be met for all workload requests. This latency depends mostly on the
characteristics of the corresponding application (timeouts, tolerance to delays, etc).
32. A maximum throughput allotment for which the system should ensure isolation for the workload.
This is the maximum throughput the customer is willing to “pay” for.1
These are both soft goals. Further, we have to capture the relative importance of different workloads for
the cases when the available system capacity cannot satisfy the maximum throughput allotments of all
workloads. We observe that users do not assign the same importance to the entire range of throughput they
require for their workloads. For example, the ﬁrst few tens of IO/s are very important for the application to
make some progress. Above that, the value customers assign to the required throughput typically declines,
but with different rates for various workloads. To capture such varying cost functions for throughput, we
specify a number of bands for the available system throughput.
Table 1: Example of two workloads sharing the system according to three throughput bands. The top row shows
the total system throughput in each band; the two rows below show the ratio by which the two workloads share that
additional throughput. Any available throughput beyond band 2 is shared fairly (50-50) between the workloads.
Band 0 Band 1 Band 2
aggr. throughput (IO/s) 0–100 100–300 300–500
workload 1 50% 100% 0%
workload 2 50% 0% 100%
The details of how to specify workload throughput allotments can be best explained with an example.
Consider a system with just two workloads. A business critical workload W1 demands up to 350 IO/s,
irrespective of other workload activities. Another workload W2 (e.g., one performing data mining) requires
up to 550 IO/s. W2 is less important than W1, but it still requires at least 50 IO/s to make progress;
otherwise the application breaks. So will W1, if it does not get 50 IO/s. To satisfy the combined throughput
requirements of the two workloads, we specify the three bands for throughput sharing, as shown in Table 1.
According tothe speciﬁcation, the ﬁrst100 IO/s in the system are shared equally between the twoworkloads,
so that both can make progress. Any additional available throughput up to a total of 400 IO/s is reserved for
W1. Thus, W1’s 350 IO/s are met ﬁrst. Any additional available throughput is given to W2 until its 550 IO/s
goal is met. Any further throughput in the system is shared equally between the two workloads.
In general, any number of bands can be deﬁned for any number of workloads that may share the system,
following the principles of this example. If the system’s capacity at some instance is sufﬁcient to meet fully
all throughput allotments up to band i, but not fully the allotments of band i
￿ 1, then we say that the “system
is operating in band i
￿ 1”. Any throughput above the sum of the throughputs of bands 0
￿
￿
￿i is shared among
the workloads according to the ratios speciﬁed in band i
￿ 1. The total available throughput indicates the
1Performance goal speciﬁcations for workloads are derived from high-level application goals or service level agreements. The
way this mapping is performed is outside the scope of this paper.
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Figure 1: Feedback loop for client request throttling.
“operating point” of the system. With 500 IO/s total system throughput in our example, the operating point
of the system is 20% in band 2.
In addition, the latency target of each workload should be met in the system. At an instance in time,
the system is operating in a band i. As soon as the latency goal of at least one workload with a non-zero
throughput allotment in any band j, j
￿ i, is violated, the system must throttle the workloads back until no
such violations are observed. Throttling within the speciﬁcations of band i may be sufﬁcient, or the system
may need to throttle more aggressively down to some band k, k
￿ i. On the other hand, it is desirable to
utilize the system’s available throughput as much as possible. Therefore, when the system is operating in
band i and the latency goals of all workloads with non-zero throughput allotments in bands 0
￿
￿
￿ i are met, the
system can let more requests through. This may result in the system operating in a band m, m
￿ i.
3 Designing a control loop
This section describes the design of the feedback loop for request throttling in the context of a client-server
system that is typical of enterprise storage systems, irrespective of the storage access protocol used. The
system consists of a number of storage servers and a number of client nodes that access data on the servers.
One or more workloads may originate from a client. For simplicity, we assume that there is a 1:1 mapping
between clients and workloads. Examples of such systems include network ﬁle systems [6], cluster ﬁle
systems [26], or block-based storage [14]. For the discussions in this paper, we use an installation of a
cluster ﬁle system, Lustre [26], with 8 clients and 1 or 2 servers.
The objective is to design a feedback controller that arbitrates the usage of system throughput by throt-
tling client requests according to the speciﬁcations of the throughput bands. Since we cannot instrument the
system to either perform throttling or to obtain measurements, we require that the feedback loop depends
merely on externally observed metrics of the system’s performance, i.e., response latency and throughput.
Figure 1 shows an abstract representation of the feedback loop. In the ﬁgure, the output u
￿ k
￿ of the
controller is the desired operating point of the system. y
￿ k
￿ is the latency of the system averaged over some
sampling period, the length of which is speciﬁed in the system identiﬁcation process described later. The
5input to the closed-loop system, yref, is the reference value for y
￿ k
￿ . The input e
￿ k
￿ to the controller is the
latency error, i.e., the difference between the measured and the target latency values. Based on the observed
latency error, the controller actuates the system by setting the operating point u
￿ k
￿ . This is the maximum
aggregate throughput allowed to be obtained from the system. Enforcing this maximum throughput requires
that a throttling module intercepts requests somewhere on the data path—it could be either on the clients
or somewhere on the network. No assumption is made about the exact location of the controller itself.
However, from a practical perspective, it is desirable that: 1) the controller reacts to end-to-end latencies as
perceived by the application, since these capture overall system capacity, including for example storage area
network bandwidth; 2) the controller is designed in a decentralized way to ensure it is highly available even
in an overloaded system (which is exactly what the feedback loop is designed to address).
In practice, there is a feedback loop for each client/workload in the system. As shown in Figure 2,
there are a controller and a throttler module on each client. The reference input to the controller is the
latency goal for this client’s workload and the error is estimated locally. The controller calculates locally the
operating point of the system, from its own perspective. The corresponding share for the local workload is
derived from the throughput bands speciﬁcation—all clients know that table. This does not create any strict
synchronization requirements among clients, as this table changes infrequently. The controller modules
in the different clients have to agree on the lowest operating point, as this is used across all clients. (If
the minimal value was not used, some clients might send too many requests and violate isolation.) This
requires some simple agreement protocol among the clients that is executed once every sampling period.
For example, a speciﬁc client (e.g., the one with the smallest id) calculates the operating point locally and
sends it to all other clients; other clients respond to the group only if they have calculated a lower value than
that (the details of such a protocol are outside the scope of this paper). The throttler imposes a maximum
request rate for outgoing requests from the corresponding client.
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Figure 2: A controlled Lustre instantiation.
In this section, we describe the design of a feedback control loop using a non-adaptive controller. We
do this for four reasons. First, we show that non-adaptive controllers are inadequate for storage systems and
their workloads. Second, we use them as a comparison baseline for the adaptive controller we propose as a
6solution to our problem. Third, the off-line system identiﬁcation technique forms the basis for the on-line
estimation technique used for the adaptive controller. Four, we derive the order of the system model, which
is also used for the adaptive closed loop.
3.1 System identiﬁcation and validation
The ﬁrst step toward designing a non-adaptive controller is to develop a model of the target system. Since
we consider the system as a black box, we use statistical methods to obtain the model. That is, we excite
the system with white noise input signal (u
￿ k
￿ ), since white noise consists of signals that cover the entire
spectrum of potential input frequencies. We implemented this in the throttler. The clients send as many re-
quests as they are allowed to by the throttler. To ensure that worst-case system dynamics are captured by the
identiﬁcation process, we use the maximum number of clients (8 in our system) and look at the performance
of two extreme workload cases: (i) the entire data set ﬁts in the servers’ cache (DRAM memory); (ii) all
requests go to random locations on the servers’ disks. Most workloads fall somewhere between these two
extremes.
The response latency for every request sent to the system is measured on each client. The measured la-
tencies are averaged over every sampling interval. System identiﬁcation involves ﬁtting these measured av-
erage values to the following discrete-time linear model [13], by using least-squares regression (LSR)2 [5].
y
￿ k
￿
￿
￿
N
å
i
￿ 1
aiy
￿ k
￿ i
￿
￿
￿
N
å
i
￿ 0
biu
￿ k
￿ i
￿ (1)
In this model, y
￿ k
￿ is the latency of the requests at time k and u
￿ k
￿ is the operating point set at time k. The
number N is the order of the system, which captures the extent of correlation between the system’s current
and past states.
An important aspect of system identiﬁcation is to ﬁnd the order of the model (N) that results in a good ﬁt
for the measured data. This is related to the sampling period used to obtain measurements of the system and
the inertia or “memory” of the system. When the request latency is much smaller than the sampling period,
a ﬁrst-order model is usually sufﬁcient to capture the dynamics of the system, as there are few requests
that affect the system in two consecutive intervals. Thus, requests occurring at time k
￿ 2 or earlier have
little impact on the latencies at time k. If, however, request latencies are comparable (or longer) than the
sampling period, then higher order systems are required. Intuitively, a long sampling period may result in
slow reaction and thus insufﬁcient actuation by the controller. On the other hand, a short sampling period
2At a high level, LSR is based on the assumption that large measurement changes are highly unlikely to be caused by noise and
thus should be taken into account more than small changes.
7Table 2: R2 ﬁt of a ﬁrst-order model and residual correlation coefﬁcient as a function of sample interval. Two
workloads: (i) all accesses in the cache; (ii) all accesses on random locations on disk.
Model Sample interval (ms)
of 1000 750 500 300 100
R2 Ccoef R2 Ccoef R2 Ccoef R2 Ccoef R2 Ccoef
Cache 0.764 0.04 0.745 0.05 0.685 0.04 0.479 0.140 0.439 0.140
Disk 0.416 0.045 0.399 0.05 0.379 0.03 0.159 0.047 0.112 0.026
may result in considerable measurement noise and model over-ﬁtting [13], which in turn leads to oscillations
in the controlled system.
Table 2 shows the R2 ﬁt and the correlation coefﬁcient of the residual error for a ﬁrst-order model
as the sampling period is varied. They are both model-ﬁtting metrics. The correlation coefﬁcient of the
residual error [13] is a number between 0 and 1 (the lower the better), which shows how much predictable
information from the measured data is not captured by the model. A value close to zero means that there is
no more predictable information in the data for us to extract. The R2 ﬁt [13] is also a number between 0 and
1 (the higher the better), that indicates how much variation in the measured data is represented by the model.
In the table, R2 values are worse for the on-disk model, because measured latencies are more unpredictable
in that case.
We observe in Table 2, that a ﬁrst-order model extracts most of the information from the data. The two
exceptions are the 300 and 100 ms intervals for the in-cache case. We have tried higher-order models for
these cases, but they resulted in less than 0
￿ 05 improvement to R2 ﬁts—they are still a lot worse than having
a sample period
￿ 500 ms. Thus, we use ﬁrst-order models (N
￿ 1) for the rest of the paper. We also see
that sampling intervals of 500 ms or higher provide the best ﬁts. As 500 ms is close to the sample period
where the model degrades, we pick a sample period of 1 s for the rest of the paper.
Note, that traditionally R2
￿ 0
￿ 8 is considered to be a good ﬁt for a system that can be approximated
by a linear equation. As this is not the case with our system, we have to look at a plot of the model data
versus the real data to judge whether the model is good. Figure 3 shows that both models predict the trends
correctly, but miss the correct magnitude of the value in extreme cases, a situation that R2 is biased against.
The captions in Figure 3 show the two models we estimated for the two extreme cases of workloads.
The two models are substantially different, which, as we will see, results in different controller designs for
each case. Also, in both models, the latency at time k, y
￿ k
￿ , depends heavily on the actuation of the system,
u
￿ k
￿ , at the same time. The reaction of our system to the actuation is instantaneous. The intuition behind
this is that our sample period is orders of magnitude larger than the request latencies. Thus, in the models,
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Figure 3: System identiﬁcation. Two extreme cases: the entire data set in cache and on disk, respectively.
y
￿ k
￿ depends on u
￿ k
￿ rather than on u
￿ k
  1
￿ . Also, y
￿ k
￿ depends more on the actuation setting and much
less on the latency at time k
  1.3
3.2 Non-adaptive controller design
Having completed system identiﬁcation, the next step is to design and assess a controller for the feedback
loop of Figure 1. It is known from the literature that for a ﬁrst-order system like ours, a simple integral (I)
controller sufﬁces to control the system [13]. The following is the time-domain difference equation for an
I-controller:
u
￿ k
￿
￿
￿ u
￿ k
  1
￿
￿
￿ KIe
￿ k
￿ (2)
In our system, e
￿ k
￿
!
￿ yref
  w
￿ k
￿ , where w
￿ k
￿ is the average measured latency in the system at time
k. This average measurement contains request latencies that were produced by the system between time
k
  1 and k. In the worst case, w
￿ k
￿ would be based solely on latencies measured at time k
  1. Thus we
set w
￿ k
￿
"
￿ y
￿ k
  1
￿ , so that our analytical arguments hold even under those circumstances. The controller
output, u
￿ k
￿ , is the desirable operating point of the system at time k. KI is a constant controller parameter
that captures how reactive the controller is to the observed error. An integral controller ensures that the
measured error in the system output goes to zero in steady state if the reference signal is a step function [13].
For our system, this means that the system latency will be able to track the latency reference in steady state.
Intuitively, when the latency error is positive (i.e., the measured latency is lower than the reference), u
￿ k
￿
is larger than u
￿ k
  1
￿ to allow more requests to go through to fully utilize the system. On the other hand,
a negative latency error indicates an overload condition in the system, and the controller decreases u
￿ k
￿ to
throttle back the requests to meet the latency goals.
3This is so, because the value of y
# k
$ is typically in the range of 10
% 1, while u
# k
$ is in the range of 100.
9However, to choose a value for KI that leads to a stable system with lowsettling times and lowovershoot,
we need to analyze the closed-loop transfer function using its Z-transform [13]. To do this, we ﬁrst need the
Z-transform of the controller, K
& z
’ , which can be derived from (2) as follows:
U
& z
’
￿
( U
& z
’ z
) 1
* KIE
& z
’
,
+ K
& z
’
￿
(
U
& z
’
E
& z
’
(
zKI
z
- 1
(3)
The transfer function of the closed-loop system, T
& z
’ , can be derived from the Z-transforms of its com-
ponents, shown in Figure 1, using standard algebraic manipulations of Z-transforms [13]. It is as follows:
T
& z
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& z
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In this equation, K
& z
’ is given by (3) and G
& z
’
,
( Gc
& z
’
,
( 0
/ 003827z
z
) 0
/ 04554 or G
& z
’
,
( Gd
& z
’
,
( 0
/ 1377z
z
) 0
/ 001109 respec-
tively, for each of the two system models of Figure 3. H
& z
’
0
( z
) 1 representing a worst-case delay of one
interval for the real system latency to be observed by the controller due to the averaging. Inserting these
values into (4), we obtain two versions of the system’s transfer function, one for each of the system models.
Both transfer functions have a denominator D
& z
’ , which is a third-order polynomial. However, one of the
poles is always at zero. Thus, we can only control the location of two poles. Control theory states that if the
poles of T
& z
’ are within the unit circle (
1z
1
3
2 1 for all z such that D
& z
’
0
( 0), the system is stable. Solving
this, we ﬁnd that the system is stable with 0
2 KIc
4 546 for the on-cache workload, and with 0
2 KId
4 14
5 5
for the on-disk workload. It is very important that the system is stable irrespective of whether the data is
retrieved from the cache or from the disk, as this depends not only on the access pattern of the workload but
also on other workloads’ activities in the system. For example, one workload might have its data completely
in the cache if it is running alone in the system, but it might have all its data being retrieved from the disk
if there are other concurrent workloads evicting its data from the cache. This means that only for values
0
2 KI
4 14
5 5, the closed loop system is stable in practice.
However, stability alone is not enough. We need to pick a value for KI that also results in low settling
times and low overshoot, for the entire range of possible system models. To do this, we use the transfer
functions to calculate the output values of the system under a step excitation, for different values of KI. As
Figure 4 shows, KIc
( 213 and KId
( 7
5 2 are good values for the in-cache and on-disk models, respectively.
However, there is no single KI value that could work for both cases. Indeed, as Figure 5 shows, when
a controller designed for the in-cache model (with KIc
( 213) is applied to a system with most accesses
on disk, it results to an unstable closed loop system. Conversely, when a controller designed for the disk
model (with KId
( 7
52) is applied to a workload that mostly retrieves data from the cache, we end up with
unacceptably long settling times and oscillations.
104 Designing an adaptive controller
We conclude from the previous section, that for a black-box storage system, we need to dynamically adapt
the controller as the operating range of the system changes. This is exactly what adaptive control theory can
be used for. Most adaptive controllers estimate a model on-line using least-squares regression. This is the
same regression technique that is used in Section 3. However, the model is now estimated at every sampling
period and it is used for on-line controller design. Again, the resulting control loop must meet certain
properties, namely stability, fast settling times and low overshoot. In practice, on-line closed-loop design
using these two steps (model estimation and controller design) may be time consuming and may result in
poorly conditioned loops for some parameter values. Instead, we use a direct self-tuning regulator [5] as
our adaptive controller. These controllers estimate the control loop parameters (including the controller
parameters) in a single step, resulting in better adaptivity as well as simpler mathematical formulations.
On the down side, it is harder to provide intuitive explanations of their behavior. A block diagram of the
feedback loop with the adaptive controller is shown in Figure 6(ii).
4.1 Analysis of the adaptive closed loop
From the analysis of the non-adaptive controller, we know that the system can be captured by a ﬁrst-order
model and that a simple I-controller works well (if we could adapt KI). Thus, we use an I-controller for
the adaptive case too. The main idea behind a direct self-tuning regulator is to estimate a system model
that directly captures the controller parameters. In order to construct an integral control law, the adaptive
controller ﬁrst needs to estimate a model for the system that can be turned into an I-controller. We will show
how to do this, by starting from the following generic model.
w
6 k
7
,
8 s1w
6 k
9 1
7
￿
: r1u
6 k
9 1
7
￿
: r2u
6 k
9 2
7 (5)
This is the model of the system from the perspective of the controller. That is, the measured latency, w
6 k
7 ,
is a function of the previous actuator settings and measurements. The model parameters of (5) are estimated
using a Recursive Least-Squares (RLS) estimator, an on-line version of the LSR process. To turn this model
into a controller, we observe that a controller is a function that returns u
6 k
7 . If we shift equation (5) one step
ahead in time and solve for u
6 k
7 , we get:
u
6 k
7
￿
8
1
r1
w
6 k
: 1
7
;
9
s1
r1
w
6 k
7
<
9
r2
r1
u
6 k
9 1
7 (6)
12If this equation is to be used to calculate the actuation setting u
= k
> , then w
= k
? 1
> represents the desirable
latency to be measured at the next sample point at time k
? 1, i.e., it is yref. Thus, the ﬁnal control law is:
u
= k
>
"
@
t0
r1
yref
A
s1
r1
w
= k
>
A
r2
r1
u
= k
A 1
> (7)
where t0 is a constant that governs how aggressive we want the controller to be. From control theory, we
know that it is mostly the denominator of the Z-transform of the closed-loop transfer function that governs
the behavior of our system. Given that we have here the same system as in Section 3 and still want to have
an I-controller, the closed-loop transfer function has again two controllable poles. These poles correspond
to a second-order polynomial factor in the denominator that is of the form:
z2
? a1z
? a2 (8)
By solving (7) for t0 with the transfer function set to the inverse of (8), we get the following expression for
t0 (details omitted due to space constraints):
t0
@ 1
? a1
? a2 (9)
It can be easily shown that (7) is the transfer function of an I-controller by rewriting it in the following form:
u
= k
>
￿
@ g
= yref
A w
= k
>
B
>
￿
? du
= k
A 1
>
,
@ ge
= k
>
￿
? du
= k
A 1
> (10)
This is the same controller as in Section 3.2, with g
@ KI and d
@ 1. This is a more generic transfer function,
where both g and d are adjustable. System analysis aims at designing a closed-loop system with desired
properties, by setting g and d appropriately.
The stability of the proposed adaptive controller can be established using a variation of a well-known
proof from the literature [5]. That proof applies to a simple direct adaptive control law that uses a gradient
estimator. In our case, however, we have a least-squares estimator. The proof is adapted to apply to our
estimator by ensuring persistent excitation so that the estimated covariance matrix stays bounded. The rest
of the proof steps remain the same. For the proof to be applicable, the closed-loop system must satisfy all
the following properties: (i) the delay d (number of intervals) by which previous outputs w
= k
> affect the
closed-loop transfer function; (ii) the zeroes (roots of the nominator) of the system’s transfer function are
within the unit circle; (iii) the sign of r1 is known; and (iv) the upper bound on the order of the system is
known. For our system, d
@ 1, the zeroes of the system are at zero, r1
C 0, and we know from Section 3.1
that our system can be described well by a ﬁrst-order model. Given that these conditions hold, the proof
shows that the following are true: (a) the estimated model parameters are bounded; (b) the normalized model
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Figure 6: The design of the adaptive controller. (i) Pseudo-code description of adaptation algorithm. (ii) Block
diagram of feedback loop with adaptive controller.
prediction error converges to zero; (c) the actuator setting u
M k
N and system output w
M k
N are bounded; (d) the
controlled system output w
M k
N converges to the reference value yref. Therefore, our closed-loop system
with the direct self-tuning regulator is shown to be stable, and the system latency converges to the reference
latency in steady state. The details of the stability proof can be found in the Appendix.
In addition to stability, we have to pick values for g and d that result in a closed loop with low settling
times and low overshoot. d is a function of r1 and r2, both of which are estimated by means of the on-line
least-squares regression process for ﬁtting model (5). g is a function of s1, r1 and t0. The former two are also
estimated by model ﬁtting. Thus, we need to ﬁnd the right value of t0 to achieve the desired pole setting.
It is well-known from control-theory, that in order to eliminate oscillations and possible overshoot, the
poles of the closed loop transfer function need to have a real number larger than or equal to 0. Settling times
are in general lower as the poles approach 0. Thus, the fastest settling system without any overshoot is one
with pole values of 0. In Section 3.2, we calculated the values of KI for the speciﬁc controller we designed
there, so as to meet this requirement for the poles. The best poles we could get in that case have a positive
non-zero real part. In the case of the adaptive controller we have more ﬂexibility, therefor, t0 is set so that
we get the poles exactly on zero. From equations (8) and (9), that means t0
O 1.
4.2 Adaptive controller design
In this section, we describe the operation of the adaptive controller in detail. We discuss a number of
heuristics we use to improve the properties of the closed loop, based on knowledge of the speciﬁc domain.
14Using the pseudo-code of Figure 6 (i), we go through all the steps of the on-line controller design process
and provide the intuition behind each step.
First, in line 1, the algorithm applies a so-called conditional update law [5]. It checks whether there
are enough requests in the last sample interval for it to be statistically signiﬁcant—at least 6 requests are
required. Otherwise, neither the model parameters are modiﬁed nor the actuation is changed. To avoid
potential system deadlock when all controllers decide not to do any changes (e.g., the system becomes
suddenly extremely loaded and slow because of a component failure), one random controller in the system
does not execute this if-statement. This ensures that one control loop is always executed and affects the
system.
At every sample period, the algorithm performs an on-line estimation of the model of the closed-loop
system (equation (5)), as described in Section 4.1. That is, it estimates parameters s1, r1 and r2 using
least-squares regression [5] on the measured latencies. As a model derived from just one sample interval is
generally not a good one, the algorithm uses a model that is a combination of the previous model and the
model calculated from the last interval measurements. The extent that the old model is taken into account is
governed by a forgetting factor l
P 0
Q l
R 1.
When the system changes suddenly, the controller needs to adapt faster than what the forgetting factor
l allows. This case is handled by the reset law of line 5. If any of the new model parameters differ more
than 30% from those of the old model, the old model is not taken into account at all. To ensure sufﬁcient
excitation so that a good new model can be estimated for the system, u
S k
T is set to its maximum value
umax. In the down side, this results in poor workload isolation and differentiation for a few sample intervals.
However, it pays off, as high excitation means a better model and thus the loop settles faster.
There is a possibility that the estimated model predicts a behavior that we know to be impossible in the
system. Speciﬁcally, it may predict that an increase in throughput results in lower latency or that r1
U 0. This
is tested in line 9. As this can never be the case in computer systems, the algorithm discards the new model
and uses the one of the previous interval instead. Even if such a wrong model was allowed to be used, the
controller would eventually converge to the right model. By including this, the controller converges faster.
Finally, the new operating point u
S k
T is calculated in line 11 using equation (10) with the current model
estimates. However, we need to make sure that the controller does not set u
S k
T to an impossible value,
either u
S k
T
V
Q 0 or u
S k
T
V
W umax. This is checked using an anti-windup law, in line 12. In those cases, the
value of u
S k
T is set to 0 and umax respectively. Not having this anti-windup safeguard might make the
controller unstable if it spent several sample periods with values below 0 or above umax [5]. An iteration of
the algorithm completes with updating the old model with the new one in line 18.
156 Conclusion
This paper proposes a technique for achieving performance isolation and differentiation among multiple
workloads that share the same storage infrastructure, a common problem in consolidated data centers. The
proposed solution is based on a distributed adaptive controller that throttles workloads according to their
performance goals and their relative importance. The controller considers the storage system as a black box,
which makes the solution applicable to a wide range of systems, and it adapts automatically to system and
workload dynamics.
The paper argues that a traditional non-adaptive controller is not sufﬁcient in our case. We cannot
even design a separate non-adaptive controller for each possible operating range of the system, because
such operating ranges are not known a priori. Storage systems are large and complex; in general, their
performance behavior and the dynamics of their workloads cannot be predicted.
Thus, an adaptive control law is the only possible generic way to control a storage system. In this paper,
we make our arguments, both for the infeasibility of non-adaptive controllers and the design of an adaptive
one, on the basis of a simple control law. We look into integral controllers, that are simple to analyze, but
still work well for ﬁrst-order systems, such as the storage systems we have studied. Having said this, we do
not claim that an I-controller is necessarily the best control law for black-box storage systems. As a topic
for future research, more complex and generally faster control laws, such as PID and MIMO [13], should
be evaluated. However, our arguments about the infeasibility of non-adaptive controllers are generally
applicable because of the inherent characteristics of large storage systems and their workloads.
We are currently implementing our controller in a storage virtualization platform, for seamless inte-
gration with multiple OSs and different storage access protocols. We are also studying the mapping of
high-level business and application objectives on system performance goals, like the ones used in this paper.
Last but not least, we are looking into how to integrate our approach with provisioning tools.
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Appendix: Stability proof of the adaptive controller
In this Appendix, we prove the stability of our adaptive controller from Section 4. The proof is valid for a changing
but bounded yref, thus we use the notation yref
Y k
Z in the proof. The model used is also more general as it can be of
any order. The proof holds for ﬁrst-order models as well as any other bounded order model.
Consider the following discrete-time linear system,
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Lemma 1 Recursive Least-Squares (RLS) estimator properties [16]
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21The above lemma shows that (i) parameter estimates from the RLS converges, (ii) the errors in the estimates are
bounded, and (iii) the normalized prediction error converges to zero.
Lemma 2 Key technical lemma [5]
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In the direct self-tuning adaptive controller, we use the following control law,
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where yref
￿
k
￿ is the reference value for w
￿
k
￿ .
Next we prove a theorem that establishes the stability of the closed-loop system using such a controller. The proof
is adapted from the one in [5] for an adaptive control law that uses a simple projection algorithm.
Theorem 1 Consider a system described by (11). Let the system be controlled with the adaptive control algorithm
given by (17), where the estimator is given in Lemma 1. Let the reference signal yref be bounded. Assume that
A1 The time delay d from (11) is ﬁxed.
A2 Upper bounds on the order of the system (N,M) are known.
A3 The zeroes (roots of the nominator) of the system’s transfer function are within the unit circle.
A4 The sign of r1 is known.
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From (17) and (15) we have
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Hence, the tracking error equals to the prediction error. Then, based on Lemma 1, we have
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22Moreover, since the inverse transfer function of the system is stable due to assumption A3, it follows that
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